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(54) NETWORK OF LIGHTS

(57) Described herein is control module for a street
light which is mounted on the street light and provides a
control output for controlling the operation of the light.
The control module has a circuit board (38) on which a
controller (39) is mounted, the controller being connected
a long-distance communication module, a short-distance
communication module, and a geocoordinate module. A
network can be formed by the control modules in which
a central server uses long-distance communication for
communicating with the control modules at start up and
with a group controller after start up, the group controller
using short-distance communication for communicating
with control modules within its group. A sensor (41) may
be provided in the control module for modifying the nor-
mal operation of the light in accordance with sensed
changes in its local environment.
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Description

[0001] This invention refers to a control module for con-
trolling a light (i.e a luminaire), particularly street light,
and a network of lights.
[0002] It is known form the state of the art that networks
of lights are equipped with increasingly intelligent control
systems. For instance, networks of lights can be operated
by telemanagement systems, in which a device known
as segment controller, which is connected to a manage-
ment console on a PC, controls a number of lights via
their control module. The segment controller, which is
too large to be integrated into a light, must be set up such
that the lights to be controlled can communicate with the
controller via a short-distance communication module. A
failure of the segment controller leads to a control failure
of the light network.
[0003] There is also the method of equipping all light
control modules of the network to be controlled with a
long-distance communication module, for instance a
GSM-based module, which the control modules use to
communicate with a central server. Due to the large
number of control modules actively integrated into a pro-
vider or long-distance communication network, relevant
communication expenses arise when this network is
used.
[0004] Furthermore, the commissioning/start-up of
these known systems is costly, as particularly the GPS-
supported allocation of the controller to a light must be
carried out manually. Finally, the latency in the network
is comparatively high due to the large number of lights
controllable by a segment controller.
[0005] The invention described herein aims to create
a control module for operating a light network, which is
easier to start up, guarantees improved system stability
(of the network) and is furthermore cheaper to operate.
[0006] The task is solved by an object described in
claim 1, an object described in claim 14 and an object
described in claim 14.
[0007] According to this invention, the control module
for controlling the light, particularly a light designed as a
street light, is to be equipped with a long-distance com-
munication module, a short-distance communication
module, a geocoordinate module, a controller, preferably
at least one sensor, as well as a control output to control
an exciter of the light, with the long-distance communi-
cation module being able to reach a server and with the
control module being designed to transmit environmen-
tal, light and/or control module information to the server.
[0008] Here, environmental information shall be under-
stood as information registered by environmental sen-
sors. For instance, these may be sensors for identifying
or detecting approaching objects, e.g. vehicles. In par-
ticular, however, this information consists of geocoordi-
nates, registered by the geocoordinate module. To de-
termine the position of the control module modules based
on GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou or other in partic-
ular satellite based positioning systems could be used.

At the same time, the module is not necessarily to be
understood as a separate unit. For instance, it may also
consist of a unit of the control module, that sits on the
same circuit board, on which the controller is located.
The control module may, for instance, be used as a sep-
arate assembly unit or as an integral part of a light.
[0009] Transmission of the geocoordinates and possi-
bly other control module or light-specific information en-
ables a server of the telemanagement system to create
a detailed image of the installed control modules and
then divide the installed control modules into groups on
the basis of control strategies to be determined or pre-
determined on the server.
[0010] Within the allocated groups, communication
with the group controller then takes place via the short-
distance communication module. The group controller is
the only module in the group capable of exchanging data
with the server via the long-distance communication
module. The long-distance communication module can
be based on different network techniques. These could
be a cellular network, an ip-network or a long range peer
to peer network.
[0011] For replacement purposes, the server can de-
termine another group controller to take over communi-
cation with the server if the first group controller fails. The
control modules of the group may be informed of the re-
placement group controller in advance or it may be re-
allocated to them in case of a failure.
[0012] Particularly for registering light-specific infor-
mation, it is beneficial for a control module according to
this invention to be equipped with a near field communi-
cation module, in particular comprising a near-field sen-
sor. Preferably this module should comprise an RFID
reader capable of reading out information saved by the
light. This information will then also be transmitted to the
server via the group controller. Through this process, in-
stallation of the control module becomes significantly
faster than if light-specific information has to be regis-
tered and transmitted separately by a technician. At the
same time, the system becomes more fail-safe.
[0013] In order to be able to read out an information
medium located within the light head in case of the control
module being primarily located on the outside, the control
module can consist of two parts. The first part is then to
be located on the outside of the light head, while the
second part is to be located on the inside. Depending on
the design of the control module, the external part may
be purely an antenna component serving for short- and
long-distance communication. As an alternative, the in-
ternal component within the light housing may consist of
only a low number of control module elements, for in-
stance the RFID reader described above.
[0014] To guarantee problem-free communication
within the group, the short-distance communication mod-
ules may be multiplex-capable and able to communicate
on different frequencies, especially for communication
via the same antenna. In this manner, an environment
scan available within established standards, e.g. the Zig-
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Bee standard, can be separated from the usual control
module communication with the group controller by its
frequency, so adjacent groups in different communica-
tion states do not interfere with each other.
[0015] Furthermore, the installation personnel can car-
ry out installation of a control module according to this
invention faster, if the control module is factory-provided
with log-in information for a network provider, particularly
an internationally active provider (roaming access) of a
cellular network. This makes it possible for information
to be transmitted to the server immediately after voltage
is applied and potentially after the first installation of a
control module. The server can then, for instance, pro-
vide local log-in data for a local cellular network, which
can, for example, be carried out by transmitting a
firmware to an electronic SIM on the control module.
[0016] The at least one sensor can preferably be a
brightness sensor, so that in case of a fail-safe state with-
out contact to a server, at least operation of the light ac-
cording to the brightness level is possible. Particularly
for detection of seismic waves, the sensor may, however,
also be an acceleration sensor or a seismometer, with a
network of sensors and the detection of vibration events
registered by potentially inaccurate acceleration sensors
located in the entire network nevertheless enabling a suf-
ficiently detailed analysis and determination of earth-
quake waves.
[0017] This invention allows for the equipment of con-
trol modules with a multitude of sensors. For instance, in
addition to a brightness sensor there may be an accel-
eration sensor for detecting vibration events and/or an
infra red sensor for detecting approaching objects, e.g.
vehicles or pedestrians.
[0018] If it is a seismometer, the sensor may also be
located at a different point within the light from the rest
of the control module. For instance, it may be located in
the foot of a street light.
[0019] The task described at the beginning is also
solved with the advantages described above and below
by a light, particularly a street light, with this light being
equipped with a corresponding control module.
[0020] Preferably an RFID transponder with light-spe-
cific data is installed in or on the light head for registration
of light-specific data. It may be read out by a control mod-
ule with an RFID reader. Instead of an RFID transponder,
it may also be another data medium, which can preferably
be read out without being touched.
[0021] A network consisting of the control modules de-
scribed above or below comprises a multitude of lights
equipped with one control module each, as well as one
server, with the network containing one or multiple
groups preferably of up to 200, preferably up to 50 lights
or lights, with each light or light being equipped with a
control module as described above or below, and with
each group having a control module specified as its group
controller, released for communication with the server
via the long-distance communication module, while the
remaining control modules are designed for indirect com-

munication with the server via the group controller and
with each other and with the group controller for commu-
nication via the short-distance communication module.
[0022] For installation of the network, the control mod-
ules are divided into one or more groups of control mod-
ules by a server, with this division being based on infor-
mation provided by the control modules concerning the
environment, lights and/or control modules.
[0023] As environmental information, in addition to ge-
ocoordinates, information regarding adjacent control
modules in the short-distance network network (e.g. con-
nection quality and/or other RF characteristics and/or
neighbourhood tables) and/or environment-specific in-
formation (e.g. light intensity in the surroundings) may
be taken into consideration. The information concerning
the lights may be information regarding the illuminants
used, their drivers and/or further details of the allocated
light, e.g. the current light intensity or dimming. The con-
trol module information is particularly information used
for clear identification of the control module, such as its
IP address or another UID (Unique IDentifier).
[0024] According to this invention, the server selects
one control module per group, or in case of a single group
of the group, as group controller. The other control mod-
ules of the corresponding group use their short-distance
communication modules to communicate with this con-
troller. This means communication within a group uses
the corresponding short-distance communication mod-
ules. Within the group, the control modules of the group
form a short-distance network via their corresponding
short-distance communication modules, preferably a
mesh network. During normal operation of the network,
the group controller can only transmit its own environ-
mental, light and/or control module information and the
information received from its other control modules to the
server via the long-distance communication module. For
this purpose, normal operation is understood as the usual
operation of the network, in which each control module
of the network is allocated to a group and in which all
control modules carry out their actual task, controlling
the light. For both, the methods described above and
below, transmission of information is always executed
through transmission of the corresponding data on the
basis of specific communication protocols.
[0025] A network set-up like this leads to a more stable
operation than previous network systems. Due to the re-
dundant set-up of the respective control modules within
a group, a new group controller can easily be determined
by the server in case of a group controller failure. Once
the new group controller has been announced within a
group, i.e. on the level of the short-distance communica-
tion network (PAN = Personal Area Network), the other
control modules not defined as group controllers estab-
lish their connections via the group controller. This means
that the server can continue to control and monitor the
system. At the same time, the single active control mod-
ule (group controller) per group makes expenses signif-
icantly lower than in a network where all control modules
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communicate separately with the server via their respec-
tive long-distance module.
[0026] The set-up of the internal group network as
mesh network makes the system and communication on
the PAN level more fail-safe.
[0027] If "with" is used above or below to explain proc-
ess steps, this does not necessarily mean that the con-
nected process steps are simultaneous. Rather, these
process steps may (but do not have to) be simultaneous.
[0028] The commissioning/start-up of the network is
furthermore made easier if the network automatically
records geo-information, particularly during initial com-
missioning/start-up, preferably when voltage is first ap-
plied, as it then carries out this process automatically
after a control module is switched on. This geo-informa-
tion consists of location data, i.e. coordinates and a pre-
cise time stamp The geo-information is registered by
means of the geocoordinate module. At the same time
or subsequently, the long-distance communication mod-
ule logs in with a network provider. Preferably this should
be a provider of communication lines, e.g. a phone and
data line provider. This log-in can take place under roam-
ing conditions, which means that, regardless of where
the respective control modules are to be set up at a later
time, the factory must always only provide identical log-
in information. Therefore, the controller and/or long-dis-
tance communication module have consistent log-in data
on the control module side.
[0029] After log-in with the network provider, the geo-
information can then be transmitted to the server together
with information regarding the control module and/or
lights. The automatic storage of the data in a correspond-
ing database by the server facilitates uncomplicated set-
up of street lights. To reduce communication costs, pro-
vider access data specific to an existing long-distance
network can be transmitted to a control module after the
control module’s information has been transmitted.
[0030] In particular, the provider access data can be
provided via firmware to those control modules equipped
with an electronic SIM. In this case, the new firmware is
transferred to the controller or the long-distance commu-
nication module, so that commissioning/start-up of the
new control module becomes possible at low cost and
under local conditions. At the same time, provision of
firmware by the server can achieve flexible communica-
tion and installation of the corresponding control modules
without them having to be equipped differently by the
factory.
[0031] A server in this case is not necessarily a sepa-
rate data processing system with separate hardware. It
can also merely be a project-specific separation within a
telemanagement program. It may also be a virtual server
on the same hardware or within a cloud.
[0032] To facilitate problem-free operation, the project
server could preferably be provided with information
about the commissioned devices by the log-in server af-
ter the initial log-in.
[0033] To lower costs, an interface from the server to

the long-distance network provider or the network pro-
vider should preferably be used to transfer information
regarding the control modules active within their long dis-
tance communication, to be suspended and/or to be
made inactive. This means that the provider guarantees
that only a low number of control modules (one control
module per group) is active. The other control modules
can only communicate with the server via the communi-
cation path within the mesh network and then via the
group controller. A suspension, especially of an electron-
ic SIM, means that it can be activated for a short time in
case of doubt, for instance if the group controller fails.
Preferably the network compensates for the failure of one
communication path and establishes a new one auto-
matically and thus with a minimum delay. The new com-
munication can be initiated through a corresponding re-
quest by the server or through a time-controlled inquiry
and an attempt to access the provider network by the
control module.
[0034] The server can then transmit information to the
other control modules, making these control modules
communicate with the new group controller during normal
operation.
[0035] To signal successful commissioning/start-up,
for instance successful integration of a control module
into the group network or a successfully established con-
tact with a server, to the operating personnel when a new
light or a new control module is installed and/or after
maintenance work on the respective light, the control
module can operate the light at different brightness levels
over predetermined or determinable time intervals once
the desired state has been reached.
[0036] Preferably at least one control module receives
a parameter set for operating the light from the server
after initial installation and/or re-installation. This set may,
for instance, consist of dimming curves.
[0037] Furthermore, operation of a network of lights is
improved, if the control modules of a group are provided
with software updates by a software transmitted from the
server to the group controller. This may, for example,
make new light functions possible or release them for
use.
[0038] As an alternative, a control module may receive
a new controller software, in particular firmware, directly
from the server, by-passing the group controller. Howev-
er, for this purpose the respective control module must
first be reactivated with the provider.
[0039] To make detection of environment information
by the short-distance network and communication in the
short-distance network for purposes of the normal oper-
ation (communication with the server) more problem-
free, it may be beneficial for the corresponding commu-
nication in the short-distance network to take place on
different frequency bands of said network. Preferably the
same antennae can be used for this (multiplex operation).
[0040] For further advantages and detailed features of
the invention, refer to the following figure descriptions.
The schematic figures show:
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Fig. 1 a network according to this invention,
Fig. 2 a further object according to this invention,
Fig. 3 a simplified flow diagram for a process accord-
ing to this invention,
Fig. 4 a further object according to this invention,
Fig. 5 a component of an object according to this
invention,
Fig. 6 a further object according to this invention,
Fig. 7 a component of an object according to this
invention, according to fig. 6

[0041] Individual technical features of the design ex-
amples described below can also be combined with de-
sign examples described above as well as the features
of independent claims and potential further claims to form
objects according to this invention. If this makes sense,
functionally equivalent elements are given the same ref-
erence number.
[0042] According to the method of this invention, fig. 1
shows a multitude of control modules 1 being allocated
to a group controller 2. The hardware of group controller
2 is identical to control modules 1. However, only the
respective group controller 2 can use long-distance con-
nection 3 to communicate with a server 4. Typically this
is access to a local cellular network provider, through
which the server can then remain accessible based on
IP-WAN. Communication between the servers and group
controllers can, for instance, be carried out via a common
internet protocol (TCP/IP).
[0043] Within a group 7, the control modules commu-
nicate with each other via short-distance connections 6.
Preferably this communication should be based on on a
mesh network on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, for exam-
ple ZigBee.
[0044] The individual groups 7 of control modules 1, 2
can generally not see each other and therefore cannot
interfere with each other. However, for communication
of several groups it may be intended for control modules
with adjacent locations to use short-distance connection
8 to share/exchange or forward sensor data between
groups. This can then be used to initiate actions such as
an increase of the light volume. As an alternative, this
communication may also use the corresponding group
controllers 2, which can see each other through their IP
addresses on the internet. The information regarding
which control module may communicate with which other
control module and how this module can communicate
is defined on the server and carried out, for instance in
case of short-distance communication between groups,
in particular by means of a multiplex unit of each control
module.
[0045] Furthermore, a server for operating a network
according to this invention can control a state-of-the-art
network with a segment controller 8 (fig. 2) in addition to
connecting to one or several groups 7 of control modules
1, 2, which form a PAN. This segment controller manages
several light controllers 9. The segment controller 8 is
connected via an interface 11, which makes data ex-

change with server 4 possible. In addition to a connection
to several groups 7 via, if necessary, an additional inter-
face 12, the server 4 can exchange data with a long-
distance network provider 14 via another interface (API)
13.
[0046] In general, a database 16 runs on the server,
interacting with different operating modules (clients) 17.
A graphical user interface 18 grants the user access to
the server and its programs for operation and control pur-
poses.
[0047] Fig. 3 briefly describes the process of setting
up a network of street lights. After installation 19 of a
number of control modules on street lights, these will scan
their environment in phase 20 which is either started by
the server or starts automatically. They then transmit en-
vironment information and possible light-specific or con-
trol module specific information to the server. This can
take place either directly under roaming conditions with
a first provider or, if necessary, with a local network pro-
vider determined by the server after the first log-in of the
respective control modules. Once the environmental and
other information has been transmitted by the respective
control modules of the street light, an analysis of the con-
trol modules and allocation 21 into groups and determi-
nation of the group controller takes place. On the PAN
level, set-up of the network can, for instance, be dynamic
on the basis of the standard in use. Once the respective
group controller has transmitted a data signal to the serv-
er, informing the server that the internal group commu-
nication has been successfully established, the system
switches over to normal operation 22.
[0048] If additional control modules in a quantity pre-
determined on the server have been installed, the proc-
ess can be carried out again according to feedback loop
23.
[0049] According to another design example of the in-
vention according to fig. 4, a number of lights with their
respective control modules 23 and 23’ are arranged
along a street 24. These lights belong to a group of lights
or control modules A, which was pre-determined on the
server. Both group A and group B are marked by the
broken lines 26 or 27. Group B contains lights with their
corresponding control modules 28 or 28’ which are
placed alongside an intersecting street 29 leading into
street 24. The inner black circles 31 and 32 mark a light
with an active control module, a group controller. Sensors
S1 and S2 are allocated to control module 23 and 28
respectively. As sensors, above all, radar sensors, infra-
red sensors (particularly passive infrared sensors) or in-
duction loops in street 24 or 29 may be considered. These
detect an approaching object, e.g. a vehicle, leading to
the control modules both within a group and between
groups adapting the light of the respective street light of
the group to the situation.
[0050] For instance, sensor S1 of the control module
23 of street light detects an approaching object, e.g. a
car, the information is shared within the group or part of
the group and the light intensity of group A is increased
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by control modules 23 and 23’. Also this information or
the information about the approaching car is transmitted
via group controller 23’ to the group controller 28’ of group
B. Subsequently, the brightness of the relevant lights of
control modules 28 or 28’, i.e. those selected by the serv-
er, is adjusted as well. As an alternative, the control mod-
ule 23 equipped with sensor S1 can communicate directly
with the group controller 28’ of group B or another control
module 28 allocated to this group controller, which means
that this information is shared in the network and group
B reacts accordingly.
[0051] Allocation of the respective control modules and
therefore the corresponding street lights of a first group,
which are to be provided with sensor information of an
adjacent group’s sensor and through which the informa-
tion is then transmitted between groups, can be carried
out on the server. Input masks are available for this pur-
pose, particularly on the server.
[0052] A control module according to this invention,
which can be used to implement the method described
above, is preferably designed as a separate unit, which
can be installed on a light head, for instance of a street
light (cf. fig. 7). For further details regarding the crucial
components of an externally installed control module,
see fig. 5. The exploded view of this figure comprises the
control module, a top housing part 33 and a bottom hous-
ing part 34. The bottom housing part is to be fastened to
a base fitted on top of the light by means of seal 35. The
part is connected with the base through bayonet-type
twisting contacts 37. These contacts 37 are fastened in
housing 34 and also the location of the central circuit
board unit 38. Among other things, a controller 39, short-
and long-distance communication modules and an ac-
celeration sensor unit 41 for detecting in particular seis-
mic waves are located on this circuit board unit.
[0053] This figure does not show an RFID reader,
which can be installed in a base on the light housing side
in order to register light-specific data of an RFID trans-
ponder in the near field.
[0054] Fig. 6 shows a street network with multiple
streets 42 with a length of several hundred metres. A
multitude of street lights 43 with their respective control
modules are placed alongside these streets. Each of the
control modules is equipped with sensors for detecting
seismic waves. These may be simple acceleration sen-
sors. As an alternative, more sophisticated seismome-
ters may be integrate in the street light. The data coming
from the acceleration sensors, which are preferably in-
tegrated directly in the control module within the housing,
can be transmitted to the server via the group controller
and its long-distance communication module. Even if the
sensors are relatively inaccurate, the high number of sig-
nals transmitted by them makes it possible to detect
earthquake waves and analyse them on the server ac-
cording to their location and time due to the geocoordi-
nates transmitted by the control modules and the group
controller. This means that even in case of a low resolu-
tion of the of the P and/or S waves a comparatively exact

image of the course of the earthquake can be created.
Information regarding the earthquake epicentre can be
extracted from this information accordingly. This can ei-
ther be carried out on the network server or on a special
server allocated to an earthquake centre. Accordingly
the lights can be controlled to be used as a subsequent
tsunami warning or earthquake warning, for instance by
sending out light signals which the population has been
informed of beforehand. These may be wave-like light
signals of alternating or propagating light intensity run-
ning along the street.
[0055] Due to the integration of a street light into the
ground according to fig. 7 and the fixed installation and
connection of the light with the ground, for instance by
means of a layer of lean concrete 44, a foundation pipe
45 or dense filling material 46, acceleration sensors lo-
cated in or on the light head 48 in the control module can
easily register the seismic waves propagating in the
ground or along the surface via mast 49. As an alternative
or in addition, a seismometer 52 with a higher resolution
can be located in the foot of mast 49 and connected with
control module 2 via a data line (not shown). A significant
advantage of this system is that a large number of sen-
sors distributed on a large surface can be evaluated al-
most simultaneously, making analysis for detection of
the seismic waves 50, depicted as a broken line in fig. 6,
possible. At the same time, an information system is pro-
vided which can inform a multitude of road users at the
same time.

Claims

1. Control module for controlling a light, particularly
street light, comprising

- a long-distance communication module,
- a short-distance communication module,
- a geocoordinate module,
- a controller (39),
- preferably at least one sensor (41),
- a control output for controlling the driver of a
light, with a server (4) being reachable via the
long-distance communication module,

and the control module being designed for transmit-
ting environmental, light and/or control module infor-
mation to the server (4).

2. The control module according to claim 1 is charac-
terised by being equipped with a near field commu-
nication module.

3. The control module according to claim 2 is charac-
terised by the near field communication module
comprising a RFID reader.

4. The control module according to one of the previous
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claims is characterised by the control module
(1,2,23,23’,28,28’)comprising a first part to be locat-
ed outside of a light-head (48) and a second part to
be located inside of a light head (48).

5. The control module according to one of the previous
claims is characterised by the short-distance com-
munication module being multiplex-capable and de-
signed particularly for communication on multiple
frequencies via the same antenna.

6. The control module according to one of the previous
claims is characterised by being factory-provided
with log-in information, particularly for an internation-
al network provider.

7. The control module according to claim 6 is charac-
terised by this log-in information being stored in the
memory of the controller (39) and/or the long-dis-
tance communication module and being replacea-
ble.

8. The control module according to one of the previous
claims is characterised by an electronic SIM.

9. The control module according to one of the previous
claims is characterised by the sensor being a
brightness sensor.

10. The control module according to one of the previous
claims is characterised by the sensor (41) being an
acceleration sensor.

11. The control module according to one of the previous
claims is characterised by the sensor (41) being a
seismometer.

12. A light, particularly a street light, is characterised
by a control module according to one of the previous
claims.

13. The light according to claim 12, including claim 2
and/or 3, is characterised by a data medium, par-
ticularly an RFID transponder, with light-specific data
being installed in or on the light head (48).

14. A network comprising a multitude of light each
equipped with a control module, as well as with a
server, is characterised in that the network con-
tains one or multiple groups (A,B) of preferably up
to 200, in particular up to 50 lights, with each light
being equipped with a control module
(1,2,23,23’,28,28’) according to one of the claims 1
to 11, each group (A,B) having a control module
specified as its group controller (2,23’28’), released
for communication with the server via the long-dis-
tance communication module, while the remaining
control modules (1,23,28) are designed for indirect

communication with the server via the group control-
ler and with each other and with the group controller
for communication via the short-distance communi-
cation module.

15. The network according to claim 14 is characterised
by the server (4) being equipped with an interface
(13) with the network provider, which is used to ac-
tivate, suspend or deactivate communication with in-
dividual long-distance communication modules.

16. The network according to one of the claims 14 or 15
is characterised by the group controllers (2,23’28’)
having unique IP addresses while the different
groups form separate sub-networks (PANs).
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